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Abstrat

In this work a multi-sale two-level (MS2L) optimisation strategy for optimising

VAT omposites is presented. In the framework of the MS2L methodology, the design

problem is split and solved into two steps. At the �rst step the goal is to determine the

optimum distribution of the laminate sti�ness properties over the struture (maro-

sopi sale), while the seond step aims at retrieving the optimum �bres-path in eah

layer meeting all the requirements provided by the problem at hand (mesosopi sale).

The MS2L strategy has been improved in order to integrate all types of requirements

(mehanial, manufaturability, geometri, et.) within the �rst-level problem. The

proposed approah relies on: a) the polar formalism for desribing the behaviour of

the VAT laminate, b) the iso-geometri surfaes for desribing the spatial variation of

both the laminate sti�ness properties (maro-sale) and the layers �bres-path (meso-

sale) and ) an hybrid optimisation tool (geneti and gradient-based algorithms) to

perform the solution searh. The e�etiveness of the MS2L strategy is proven through

a numerial example on the maximisation of the �rst bukling fator of a VAT plate

subjet to both mehanial and manufaturability onstraints.

Keywords:

VAT Laminates; Optimisation; Bukling; Geneti Algorithms; B-splines; Composite Ma-

terials.

1 Introdution

Anisotropi materials, suh as �bres-reinfored omposite materials, are extensively used

in many industrial �elds thanks to their mehanial performanes: high sti�ness-to-weight

and strength-to-weight ratios that lead to a substantial weight saving when ompared to

metalli alloys. In addition, the reent development of new manufaturing tehniques of

omposite strutures, e.g. automated �bre plaement (AFP) mahines, allows for going

beyond the lassial design rules, thus leading the designer to �nd innovative and more

e�ient solutions than the lassial straight �bre on�gurations. The use of the AFP

tehnology brought to the emergene of a new lass of omposite materials: the variable

angle tow (VAT) omposites, [1, 2℄. A modern AFP mahine allows the �bre (i.e. the

tow) to be plaed along a urvilinear path within the onstitutive lamina thus implying

a point-wise variation of the material properties (sti�ness, strength, et.). Of ourse,

this tehnology enables the designer to take advantage of the diretional properties of

omposites in the most e�etive way. The interest of using variable sti�ness (VS) laminates

is onsiderably inreased during the last years: in the meantime some works on the a

posteriori haraterisation of the elasti response of suh materials have gained a lot of

attention from the sienti� ommunity of omposites materials, [3, 4℄. Although the

utilisation of VAT laminates onsiderably inreases the omplexity of the design proess

(mainly due to the large number of design variables involved within the problem), on the

other hand it leads the designer to oneive non-onventional solutions haraterised either

by a onsiderable weight saving or enhaned mehanial properties when ompared to
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lassial solutions, [5, 6, 7, 8℄. One of the �rst works that tried to explore the advantages

that an be ahieved in terms of mehanial performanes (sti�ness, bukling behaviour,

et.) by using a VS plate in whih eah ply is haraterised by a urvilinear path of the tow

(i.e. a VAT on�guration) instead of the onventional straight �bre format is presented in

[2℄. The authors make use of a sensitivity analysis and a gradient-based searh tehnique

to determine the optimal �bre orientation in a given number of regions of the plate. This

work proved that a onsiderable inrement of the bukling load of the struture an be

obtained when employing a VAT solution for the layered plate.

The omplexity of the design proess of a VAT laminated struture is mainly due to

two intrinsi properties of VAT omposites, i.e. the heterogeneity and the anisotropy that

intervene at di�erent sales of the problem and that vary point-wise over the struture.

Moreover, a further di�ulty is due to the fat that suh a problem is intrinsially a multi-

sale design problem: in the most general ase, the designer should take into aount,

within the same design proess, the full set of design variables (geometrial and material)

governing the behaviour of the struture at eah harateristi sale (miro-meso-maro).

Up to now no general rules and methods exist for the optimum design of VAT laminates.

Only few works on this topi an be found in literature, and all of them always make use

of some simplifying hypotheses and rules to get a solution. An exhaustive review fousing

on onstant and variable sti�ness design of omposite laminates is presented in [9, 10℄.

In [11℄ the �rst natural frequeny of VS omposite panels is maximised by onsidering

on the one hand the lamination parameters and the lassial laminate theory (CLT) for

the desription of the loal sti�ness properties of the struture and, on the other hand,

a generalised reiproal approximation algorithm for the resolution of the optimisation

problem. This approah is limited to the determination of the sti�ness properties of an

equivalent homogeneous plate, sine the lay-up design phase is not at all onsidered. In

[12℄ the least-weight design problem of VAT laminates submitted to onstraints inluding

the strength and the radius of urvature is onsidered. The design variables are the layers

thikness and �bres angles whih are represented by bi-ubi Bezier surfaes and ubi

Bezier urves, respetively. A sequential quadrati programming method is used to solve

the optimisation problem.

A two-level strategy was employed in [13℄ to design a VAT laminated plate: this work

represents the �rst attempt of applying a multi-sale numerial strategy whih aims at

determining, at the �rst level, the optimum distribution of the sti�ness properties of the

struture (in terms of the lamination parameters of the laminate), while at the seond level

the optimum path (in eah onstitutive layer) mathing loally the lamination parameters

resulting from the �rst step. However, the major drawbak of this work atually was in the

determination of the urvilinear �bres-path of eah layer: the resulting path was dison-

tinuous beause the authors had not foreseen a numerial strategy able to simultaneously
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meet on the one hand the ontinuity of the �bres path (between adjaent elements) and

on the other hand the optimum distribution of lamination parameters provided by the

�rst step of the proedure. In [14℄ the two-level approah was abandoned and the authors

stated the problem by diretly onsidering the �bres path in eah ply as design variables.

However, as in [11℄, this approah always leads to a disontinuous �bres-path and, unlike

the strategy proposed in [11℄, it leads also to the emergene of a new issue: the resulting

optimisation problem was highly non-onvex sine it was formulated diretly in the spae of

the layers orientations (whih vary loally over the plate). Aordingly, in [14℄ the authors

onlude that suh an issue an be potentially remedied by formulating in a proper way

the design problem of VAT laminates in the framework of the two-level strategy and by

trying to overome the issue of the ontinuity of the �bres-path diretly in the �rst level

of the strategy where the design variables are the laminate mehanial properties (e.g. the

lamination parameters as in the theoretial framework of [13℄).

Another issue often addressed by researhes on VAT laminates onerns the tow plae-

ment tehnology whih ould introdue several di�erenes (i.e. imperfetions) between

the numerial model of the VAT omposite and the real struture tailored with the AFP

proess, if the design methodology does not take into aount the manufaturability re-

quirements. To this purpose in [15℄ an issue linked to the AFP tehnology is addressed: the

overlap of tow-plaed ourses that inreases the ply thikness (the build-up phenomenon)

thus a�eting the strutural response and the surfae quality of the laminate. The work

of Blom et al. [15℄ presents a method for designing omposite plies with varying �bres

angles. The �bre angle distribution per ply is given while, using a streamline analogy,

the optimal distributions of �bres ourses is determined for minimising the maximum ply

thikness or maximising the surfae smoothness. An improved researh on this topi has

been developed in [16℄ where an algorithm is presented to optimise the �bres path in order

to ensure manufaturability. A further work fousing on the development and/or improve-

ment of manufaturing tehniques for tailoring VAT laminates in order to minimise the

imperfetions indued by the fabriation proess is presented in [17℄. The ontinuous tow

shearing (CTS) tehnique, utilising the ability to shear dry tows, is proposed as an alterna-

tive tehnique to the well-known AFP proess. Later, the work presented in [17℄ has been

improved through the introdution of a omputer-aided modelling tool [18℄ whih an re-

ate aurate �nite element models re�eting the �bre trajetories and thikness variations

of VAT omposites manufatured using the CTS tehnique.

To overome the previous restritions, reently the authors presented in [19℄ a �rst work

foused on the generalisation and extension of the multi-sale bi-level (MS2L) proedure

for the optimum design of omposite strutures (initially introdued in [20, 21℄) to the

ase of VAT omposites. Suh a MS2L proedure has already been employed by the

authors and their o-workers in the past for the design and optimisation of several lasses
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of hybrid anisotropi strutures [22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 20, 21, 27℄. The MS2L design strategy

is haraterised on the one hand by the refusal of simplifying hypotheses and lassial rules

usually employed in the framework of the design proess of laminates, and on the other

hand by a proper and omplete mathematial formalisation of the optimum design problem

at eah harateristi sale (meso-maro). The MS2L strategy relies on the use of the polar

formalism (initially introdued by Verhery [28℄, and later extended to the ase of higher-

order theories by Montemurro [29, 30, 31℄) for the desription of the anisotropi behaviour

of the omposite. The real advantage in using the Verhery's polar method is in the fat

that the elasti response of the struture at the maro-sale is desribed in terms of tensor

invariants, the so-alled polar parameters having a preise physial meaning (whih is linked

to the elasti symmetries of the material) [32℄. On the other hand the MS2L strategy relies

on the use of a partiular geneti algorithm (GA) able to deal with a speial lass of huge-

size optimisation problems (from hundreds to thousands of design variables) de�ned over

a domain of variable dimension, i.e. optimisation problems involving a �variable number�

of design variables [25℄.

As far as onerns the problem of designing VAT omposites in [19℄ several modi�a-

tions have been introdued in the theoretial and numerial framework of the MS2L design

proedure at both �rst and seond levels. At the �rst level (laminate marosopi sale)

of the proedure, where the VAT laminate is modelled as an equivalent homogeneous

anisotropi plate whose mehanial behaviour is desribed in terms of polar parameters

(whih vary loally over the struture) the major modi�ations onerned: 1) the utilisa-

tion of higher-order theories (First-order Shear Deformation Theory (FSDT) framework

[29, 30℄) for taking into aount the in�uene of the transverse shear sti�ness on the overall

mehanial response of VAT omposites; 2) the utilisation of B-spline surfaes for obtain-

ing a ontinuous point-wise variation of the laminate polar parameters. Regarding the

seond-level problem (laminate mesosopi sale, i.e. the ply level) the main modi�a-

tions were: 1) the utilisation of B-spline surfaes for obtaining a ontinuous point-wise

variation of the �bres-path within eah ply; 2) a proper mathematial formalisation of the

manufaturability onstraints linked to the AFP proess in the framework of the B-spline

representation. All of these modi�ations imply several advantages for the resolution of the

related optimisation problems (both at �rst and seond level of the strategy) as detailed

in [19℄. However, the major drawbak of the approah proposed in [19℄ is in the fat that

the manufaturability onstraints have been introdued only within the seond step of the

design proedure. Atually, when using suh an approah, there is no warranty that the

optimisation algorithm ould �nd an optimum �bres path able to meet on the one hand

the optimum distribution of the laminate polar parameters resulting from the �rst step

and on the other hand the manufaturability onstraints imposed during the seond step.

To overome suh an issue, in the present work the theoretial formulation of the
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design problem of VAT laminates together with the related MS2L optimisation strategy

have been improved: in partiular the manufaturability onstraints are now integrated

within the �rst-level problem (the strutural optimisation) while the seond-level problem

(the lay-up design) is now formulated as an unonstrained minimisation problem as all

the requirements (geometrial, tehnologial, mehanial, et.) are satis�ed sine the �rst

step of the MS2L strategy. The paper is organised as follows: the design problem and the

MS2L strategy are disussed in Setion 2. The mathematial formulation of the �rst-level

problem is detailed in Setion 3, while the mathematial statement of the seond-level

problem (the lay-up design) is presented in Setion 4. A onise desription of the Finite

Element (FE) model of the VAT laminated plate is given in Setion 5, while the numerial

results of the optimisation proedure are shown in Setion 6. Finally, Setion 7 ends the

paper with some onluding remarks.

2 A new design paradigm for VAT laminates

2.1 Desription of the problem

The optimisation strategy presented in this study is applied to a VAT laminated plate

omposed of a �xed number of plies, hene the total thikness of the plate is �xed a priori.

The �bres-tow is made of arbon-epoxy pre-preg strips whose elasti properties are listed

in Table 1.

Conerning the mehanial behaviour of the VAT plate, further details have to be added

in order to learly de�ne the theoretial framework of this work:

• the geometry of the laminated struture and the applied Boundary Conditions (BCs)

are known and �xed;

• the VAT plate is omposed of idential plies (i.e. same material and thikness);

• the material behaviour is linear elasti;

• the VAT plate is quasi-homogeneous and fully orthotropi [22, 23, 27, 19℄ point-wise,

i.e. these properties apply loally in eah point of the struture;

• at the maro-sale (i.e. the sale of the struture) the elasti response of the VAT

plate is desribed in the theoretial framework of the FSDT and the sti�ness matries

of the plate are expressed in terms of the laminate polar parameters [29, 30℄ whih

onstitute also the design variables of the VAT plate at the marosopi sale.

As far as onerns the mesosopi sale of the VAT laminate (i.e. that of the onstitutive

ply) no simplifying hypotheses are made on the rest of the design parameters of the lami-

nated plate, i.e. the design variables of the stak, namely the layer position and orientation

angle (whih varies point-wise for eah layer).
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2.2 Desription of the multi-sale two-level optimisation strategy

The main goal of the design strategy is the maximisation of the �rst bukling load of a

VAT plate subjet to

• feasibility onstraints on the mehanial parameters (i.e. the laminate polar param-

eters) governing the behaviour of the struture at the marosopi sale;

• manufaturability onstraints on the loal radius of the tow (i.e. the loal steering)

due to the onsidered AFP tehnology.

The optimisation proedure is artiulated into the following two distint (but linked) op-

timisation problems.

1. First-level problem. The aim of this phase is the determination of the optimum

distribution of the mehanial design variables of the VAT struture in order to

minimise the onsidered objetive funtion and to meet, simultaneously, the full set

of optimisation onstraints provided by the problem at hand. At this level the VAT

omposite plate is modelled as an equivalent homogeneous anisotropi ontinuum

whose behaviour is desribed in terms of laminate polar parameters, whih vary

point-wise over the struture and onstitute the design variables of the �rst-level

problem. Moreover, thanks to a proper formulation of the optimisation problem

(detailed in Setion 3), at this stage the designer an add further requirements, e.g.

manufaturability onstraints, strength and damage riteria, et. by ating diretly

on the resulting distribution of the laminate polar parameters.

2. Seond-level problem. The purpose of this design phase is the determination of

the optimum lay-up of the laminate omposing the struture meeting the optimum

distribution of the polar parameters provided by the �rst level of the strategy. At

this stage, the design variables are the layer orientation angles whih vary point-wise

in eah ply (namely the �bres-path).

It is noteworthy that the integration of the manufaturability onstraints within the

�rst-level problem implies some important onsequenes on the formulation as well as on

the resolution tehnique of the seond-level problem that will be detailed in Setion 4.

3 Mathematial formulation of the �rst-level problem

As disussed in [19℄, in order to apply the MS2L numerial optimisation strategy [23, 27℄

to the ase of VAT omposites some major modi�ations have been introdued. Regarding

the �rst-level problem these modi�ations fous on:
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• the utilisation of higher-order theories (in this ase the FSDT) for taking into aount

the in�uene of the transverse shear sti�ness on the overall mehanial response of

the VAT laminate;

• the utilisation of B-spline surfaes for expressing the variation of the laminate polar

parameters over the struture.

The �rst point represents a very important step forward in the MS2L strategy when

applied to every kind of omposite struture (lassial or VAT) as it allows to properly

design thin as well as moderately thik plates.

The seond modi�ation leads to important onsequenes, too. Suh onsequenes

onstitute just as many advantages for the resolution of the related optimisation problem.

Firstly, the utilisation of iso-geometri surfaes leads to a onsiderable redution in the

number of mehanial design variables (at the maro-sale), i.e. the polar parameters de-

�ned in eah point of the ontrol net of the B-spline surfae. Seondly, thanks to the strong

onvex hull property of the B-spline blending funtions the optimisation onstraints of the

problem, related to the spei�ations of the onsidered appliation, an be imposed only

on the ontrol points of the net: if they are satis�ed on suh points they are automatially

met over the whole domain.

However, in the present work, in order to integrate the manufaturability onstraints

within the mathematial formulation of the �rst-level problem further modi�ations have

been introdued:

• only the variation of one polar parameter (namely the polar angle, as disussed in the

next subsetion) is desribed in terms of iso-geometri surfae over the plate, while

the others are kept onstant;

• thanks to the previous assumption, the tehnologial onstraint on the minimum

admissible radius of urvature of the tow an be diretly imposed on the B-spline

surfae desribing the variation of the polar angle.

These last aspets are of paramount importane: due to the funtional relationship existing

between the polar angle and the plies orientation angles [29, 30℄, whether the manufatura-

bility onstraint is satis�ed by the optimum distribution of the polar angle over the plate

it will be automatially met also by the B-spline surfaes desribing the variation of the

�bres path in eah layer as disussed in Setion 4.

As previously stated the goal of the �rst level of the strategy is the maximisation of

the bukling load of the VAT laminate by simultaneously satisfying the feasibility and

manufaturability onstraints on the distribution of the laminate polar parameters over

the plate. All of these aspets are detailed in the following subsetion.
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3.1 Mehanial design variables

In the framework of the FSDT theory [33℄ the onstitutive law of the laminated plate

(expressed within the global frame of the laminate R = {0;x, y, z}) an be stated as:







{N}

{M}






=





[A] [B]

[B] [D]











{ε0}

{χ0}






, (1)

{F} = [H] {γ0} , (2)

where [A], [B] and [D] are the membrane, membrane/bending oupling and bending sti�-

ness matries of the laminate, while [H] is the out-of-plane shear sti�ness matrix. {N},

{M} and {F} are the vetors of membrane fores, bending moments and shear fores per

unit length, respetively, whilst {ε0}, {χ0} and {γ0} are the vetors of in-plane strains,

urvatures and out-of-plane shear strains of the laminate middle plane, respetively, [33℄.

In order to analyse the elasti response of the multilayer plate the best pratie onsists

in introduing the laminate homogenised sti�ness matries de�ned as:

[A∗] =
1

h
[A] ,

[B∗] =
2

h2
[B] ,

[D∗] =
12

h3
[D] ,

[H∗] =







1

h
[H] (basic) ,

12

5h
[H] (modified) .

(3)

where h is the total thikness of the laminated plate.

As disussed in [29, 30℄, in the framework of the polar formalism it is possible to express

the Cartesian omponents of these matries in terms of their elasti invariants: it an be

proven that, also in the FSDT theoretial framework, in the ase of a fully orthotropi,

quasi-homogeneous laminate the overall number of independent mehanial design vari-

ables desribing its mehanial response redues to only three, i.e. the anisotropi polar

parameters RA∗

0K and RA∗

1 and the polar angle ΦA∗

1 (this last representing the orientation of

the main orthotropy axis) of the homogenised membrane sti�ness matrix [A∗]. For more

details on the polar formalism and its appliation in the ontext of the FSDT the reader

is addressed to [29, 30, 32℄.

For a VAT omposite, in the most general ase, all of the three independent polar

parameters an vary point-wise over the struture [19℄. However, the aim of this work

is to improve the MS2L proedure in order to integrate the manufaturability onstraint

on the loal steering (i.e. the loal radius of urvature of the tow) sine the �rst step
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of the strategy. To ahieve this goal a simpli�ation must be imposed: only the polar

angle ΦA∗

1 an vary over the struture (and suh a variation is expressed by means of a

B-spline surfae) while RA∗

0K and RA∗

1 are kept onstant. In partiular, in the mathematial

framework of the B-spline surfaes the variation of the laminate polar angle ΦA∗

1 an be

expressed as:

ΦA∗

1 (ξ, γ) =

np∑

i=0

mp∑

j=0

Ni,p (ξ)Nj,q (γ)Φ
A∗

1
(i,j)

. (4)

Eq. (4) fully desribes a B-spline surfae of degrees p and q along the parametri oordinates

ξ and γ, respetively, as depited in Fig. 1.

The dimensionless oordinates ξ and γ an be arbitrarily de�ned: a natural hoie

onsists of linking them to the Cartesian oordinates of the laminated plate,

ξ =
x

a
, γ =

y

b
,

(5)

where a and b are the lengths of the plate edges along x and y axes, respetively. In

Eq.(4) ΦA∗

1
(i,j)

(i = 0, · · · , np, j = 0, · · · ,mp) is the value of the laminate polar angle at

the generi ontrol point (the set of (np + 1)× (mp + 1) ontrol points forms the so-alled

ontrol network), while Ni,p(ξ) and Nj,q(γ) are the p
th
-degree and qth-degree B-spline basis

funtions (along ξ and γ diretions, respetively) de�ned on the non-periodi, non-uniform

knot vetors:

Ξ =






0, · · · , 0
︸ ︷︷ ︸

p+1

,Ξp+1, · · · ,Ξr−p−1, 1, · · · , 1
︸ ︷︷ ︸

p+1






,

Γ =






0, · · · , 0
︸ ︷︷ ︸

q+1

,Γq+1, · · · ,Γs−q−1, 1, · · · , 1
︸ ︷︷ ︸

q+1






.

(6)

It is noteworthy that the dimensions of the knot-vetors Ξ and Γ are r + 1 and s + 1,

respetively, with:

r = np + p+ 1 ,
s = mp + q + 1 .

(7)

For a deeper insight in the matter the reader is addressed to [34℄.

This new formulation of the mehanial design variables of the �rst-level problem allows

the designer to impose the manufaturability onstraints diretly on the spatial distribution

of the polar angle ΦA∗

1 : if this requirement is met at this stage of the strategy it will be

automatially met by the optimum lay-up resulting from the seond-level problem without

imposing further onstraints, as detailed in Setion 4. Furthermore, this formulation is

haraterised by the following advantages:

• the use of an iso-geometri surfae for desribing the variation of ΦA∗

1 over the stru-

ture implies that the three independent polar parameters have no disontinuity over

the plate (RA∗

0K and RA∗

1 being onstant);
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• thanks to the B-spline representation the laminate polar angle must be determined

solely on eah point of the ontrol net, implying in this way a signi�ant redution

in the number of design variables involved within the �rst-level problem.

Therefore, the optimisation variables of the problem an be grouped into the vetor:

x =
{

ΦA∗

1
(0,0)

, · · · ,ΦA∗

1
(np,mp)

, RA∗

0K , RA∗

1

}

. (8)

The total number of design variables is hene equal to 2 + (np + 1)× (mp + 1).

Thanks to the utilisation of the B-spline surfae for representing the spatial variation

of ΦA∗

1 , the tehnologial onstraint on the minimum admissible radius of urvature of the

tow an be stated in a straightforward way:

g1(x) = radm − rmin ≤ 0 , (9)

where radm is the minimum admissible radius of urvature of the tow whose value depends

upon the AFP proess, while rmin is the loal least radius of urvature of the B-spline

surfae desribing the variation of ΦA∗

1 . rmin is de�ned as:

rmin = min
(x,y)

r(x, y) ,

r(x, y) =
(
t · ∇ΦA∗

1

)
−1

, x ∈ [0, a] ,
y ∈ [0, b] .

(10)

In Eq. (10) t is the loal tangent vetor of the angular �eld Φ1
A∗

(x, y), while ∇ΦA∗

1 is the

gradient of the orthotropy orientation with respet to oordinates (x, y), namely

t =
{
cosΦA∗

1 , sinΦA∗

1

}
,

∇ΦA∗

1 =

{
1

a

∂ΦA∗

1

∂ξ
,
1

b

∂ΦA∗

1

∂γ

}

.
(11)

In addition, in the formulation of the optimisation problem for the �rst level of the strat-

egy, the geometri and feasibility onstraints on the polar parameters (whih arise from the

ombination of the layers orientations and positions within the stak) must also be onsid-

ered. These onstraints ensure that the optimum values of the polar parameters resulting

from the �rst step orrespond to a feasible laminate that will be designed during the seond

step of the optimisation strategy, see [35℄. Sine the laminate is quasi-homogeneous, suh

onstraints an be written only for matrix [A∗] as follows:







−R0 ≤ RA∗

0K ≤ R0 ,

0 ≤ RA∗

1 ≤ R1 ,

2

(
RA∗

1

R1

)2

− 1−
RA∗

0K

R0
≤ 0 .

(12)
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First and seond onstraints of Eq. (12) an be taken into aount as admissible intervals for

the relevant optimisation variables, i.e. on RA∗

0K and RA∗

1 . Hene, the resulting feasibility

onstraint on the laminate polar parameters is:

g2(x) = 2

(
RA∗

1

R1

)2

− 1−
RA∗

0K

R0
≤ 0 . (13)

For a wide disussion upon the laminate feasibility and geometrial bounds as well as

on the importane of the quasi-homogeneity assumption the reader is addressed to [35℄.

3.2 Mathematial statement of the problem

The �rst-level problem fouses on the de�nition of the optimal distribution of the laminate

polar parameters. In this bakground, the solution of the strutural optimisation problem

is searhed for an orthotropi and quasi-homogeneous (point-wise) plate subjet to given

BCs.

Therefore the optimisation problem an be formulated as follows:

min
x

− λ (x)

subjet to:

gi(x) ≤ 0 , (i = 1, 2)

(14)

where λ is the �rst bukling fator of the laminated struture.

3.3 Numerial strategy

Problem (14) is a non-linear, non-onvex problem in terms of the mehanial design vari-

ables. Its non-linearity and non-onvexity is due to the nature of the objetive funtion, the

�rst bukling fator, that is a non-onvex funtion in terms of the orthotropy orientation.

In addition, the omplexity of suh a problem is also due to the feasibility and manu-

faturability onstraints imposed on the polar parameters of the plate, see Eqs. (9) and

(13). We reall that the overall number of design variables and optimisation onstraints

for problem (14) is 2 + (np + 1) × (mp + 1) and two, respetively.

For the resolution of problem (14) a hybrid optimisation tool, omposed of the GA

BIANCA [25℄ interfaed with the MATLAB fminon algorithm [36℄, oupled with a FE

model of the plate (used for numerial alulation of the �rst bukling load) has been

developed, see Fig. 2.

The GA BIANCA was already suessfully applied to solve di�erent kinds of real-world

engineering problems, e.g. [23, 27℄. As shown in Fig. 2, the optimisation proedure for

the �rst-level problem is split in two phases. During the �rst phase the GA BIANCA is

interfaed with the FE model of the VAT plate: for eah individual at eah generation,

a FE-based bukling analysis is arried out for the evaluation of the �rst bukling load

12



of the struture. The FE model makes use of the mehanial design variables, given by

BIANCA and elaborated by an ANSYS Parametri Design Language (APDL) maro whih

generates the B-spline surfae representing the distribution of the polar angle ΦA∗

1 over the

VAT plate, in order to alulate the �rst bukling load of the struture together with the

minimum radius of urvature of the angular �eld. At the end of the FE analysis, the

GA elaborates the results provided by the FE model (in terms of objetive and onstraint

funtions) in order to exeute the geneti operations. These operations are repeated until

the GA meets the user-de�ned onvergene riterion.

The generi individual of the GA represents a potential solution for the problem at

hand. The genotype of the individual for problem (14) is illustrated in Fig. 3 and it

is haraterised on the one hand by a modular part omposed of (np + 1) × (mp + 1)

hromosomes with only one gene oding the value of the polar angle ΦA∗

1
(i,j)

while on the

other hand by a �xed hromosome with only two genes eah one oding the remaining

polar parameters, i.e. RA∗

0K and RA∗

1 . Due to the strong non-onvex nature of problem

(14), the aim of the geneti alulation is to provide a potential sub-optimal point in the

design spae whih onstitutes the initial guess for the subsequent phase, i.e. the loal

optimisation, where the fminon gradient-based algorithm is interfaed with the same FE

model of the VAT plate.

4 Mathematial formulation of the seond-level problem

The seond-level problem onerns the lay-up design of the VAT laminated plate. The

goal of this problem is the determination of at least one staking sequene satisfying the

optimum spatial distribution of the polar parameters over the struture resulting from the

�rst level of the strategy and having the elasti symmetries imposed to the laminate within

the formulation of the �rst-level problem, i.e. quasi-homogeneity and orthotropy.

In the ase of a VAT solution the �bres-path varies point-wise in every ply omposing

the laminate. Hene a proper desription of the �bres-path is neessary to formulate and

solve the seond-level problem of the MS2L strategy. To this purpose, the point-wise

variation of the �bres orientation (in eah ply) is desribed through the use of a B-spline

surfae. As explained in [19℄ the use of B-spline surfaes allows, as in the ase of the

�rst-level problem, to redue the total number of design variables.

Nevertheless, unlike the approah proposed in [19℄, the improved formulation of the

�rst-level problem along with the integration of the manufaturability onstraints desribed

in Setion 3 lead to some major modi�ations (and simpli�ations) also for the seond-level

problem. In partiular, as in [19℄ the �bres-path in the generi ply is represented through

a B-spline surfae as:

δk (ξ, γ) =
np∑

i=0

mp∑

j=0
Ni,p (ξ)Nj,q (γ) δk

(i,j) with k = 1, · · · , n ,
(15)
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where δk
(i,j)

is the orientation angle at the generi ontrol point for the k-th layer. More-

over, this B-spline surfae is haraterised by the same parameters (with the exeption of

the value of the orientation in eah ontrol point) as those utilised for the de�nition of the

B-spline surfae of the polar angle ΦA∗

1 (ξ, γ), see Eqs. (4)-(7).

As a onsequene of both the new formalisation of the �rst-level problem and the

assumptions made on the spatial distribution of the polar parameters of the laminate, the

value of the �bre orientation angle in eah ontrol point (for eah layer) an be alulated

as follows:

δk
(i,j) = ΦA∗

1
(i,j)

+ δk (ξ0, γ0)− Φ1
A∗

(ξ0, γ0) , (16)

where δk (ξ0, γ0) and Φ1
A∗

(ξ0, γ0) are the �bres orientation angle for the k-th layer and the

loal orthotropy orientation of the laminate, respetively, alulated at the arbitrary point

(ξ0, γ0). As it learly appears from Eq. (16) the only unknowns are the layer orientation

angles δk (ξ0, γ0). Therefore, in this bakground (and unlike the approah proposed in [19℄)

the design variables of the seond-level problem are not the layers orientation angles in eah

point of the ontrol net, rather the value of the orientation angle at the arbitrary point

(ξ0, γ0) for eah ply, namely δk (ξ0, γ0). This fat implies some onsequenes of paramount

importane whih onstitutes as many advantages in the formalisation and resolution of

the seond-level problem.

Firstly, when ompared to the approah presented in [19℄ the number of design variables

of the seond-level problem is drastially redued and passes from n× (np +1)× (mp + 1)

to only n, i.e. the plies orientation angles de�ned for the arbitrary pair (ξ0, γ0).

Seondly, the seond-level problem an now be formulated as an unonstrained min-

imisation problem (beause the manufaturability onstraints are integrated into the �rst

stage of the MS2L strategy) and solved solely in one (arbitrary) point of the VAT laminated

plate:

min
δk(ξ0,γ0)

I (δk (ξ0, γ0)) k = 1, · · · , n . (17)

In Eq. (17) I(δk (ξ0, γ0)) is the overall objetive funtion whih is de�ned as:

I (δk (ξ0, γ0)) =
6∑

i=1

fi (δk (ξ0, γ0)) . (18)

where fi(δk (ξ0, γ0)) are quadrati funtions in the spae of polar parameters, eah one

representing a requirement to be satis�ed. For the problem at hand the partial objetive
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funtions write:

f1(δk (ξ0, γ0)) =

[
ΦA∗

0 (δk (ξ0, γ0))− ΦA∗

1 (δk (ξ0, γ0))

π/4
−KA∗(opt)

]2

,

f2(δk (ξ0, γ0)) =

[

RA∗

0 (δk (ξ0, γ0))−R
A∗(opt)
0

R0

]2

,

f3(δk (ξ0, γ0)) =

[

RA∗

1 (δk (ξ0, γ0))−R
A∗(opt)
1

R1

]2

,

f4(δk (ξ0, γ0)) =

[

ΦA∗

1 (δk (ξ0, γ0))− Φ
A∗(opt)
1 (ξ0, γ0)

π/4

]2

,

f5(δk (ξ0, γ0)) =

[
|| [C] (δk (ξ0, γ0))||

|| [Q] ||

]2

,

f6(δk (ξ0, γ0)) =

[
|| [B∗] (δk (ξ0, γ0))||

|| [Q] ||

]2

,

(19)

where

KA∗(opt) =

{

1 if R
A∗(opt)
0K < 0 ,

0 otherwise .
(20)

In Eq. (19) f1(δk (ξ0, γ0)) represents the elasti requirement on the orthotropy of the

laminate having the presribed shape, f2(δk (ξ0, γ0)), f3(δk (ξ0, γ0)) and f4(δk (ξ0, γ0)) are

the requirements related to the presribed values of the optimal polar parameters resulting

from the �rst-level problem, while f5(δk (ξ0, γ0)) and f6(δk (ξ0, γ0)) are linked to the quasi-

homogeneity ondition. For more details on the meaning of the partial objetive funtions,

on the elasti symmetries of the laminate in the framework of the FSDT and on the

symbols appearing in Eq. (19), the reader is addressed to [29, 30℄. I(δk (ξ0, γ0)) is a

positive semi-de�nite onvex funtion in the spae of laminate polar parameters, sine it is

de�ned as a sum of onvex funtions, see Eqs. (18)-(19). Nevertheless, suh a funtion is

highly non-onvex in the spae of plies orientations beause the laminate polar parameters

depend upon irular funtions of the layers orientation angles, see [29, 30℄. Moreover, one

of the advantages of suh a formulation onsists in the fat that the absolute minima of

I(δk (ξ0, γ0)) are known a priori sine they are the zeroes of this funtion. For more details

about the nature of the seond-level problem see [25, 26, 21℄.

Conerning the numerial strategy for solving problem (17) the GA BIANCA has been

employed to �nd a solution also for the seond-level problem. In the most general ase,

the genotype of the individual is omposed of n hromosomes (one for eah ply), eah one

haraterised by a single gene oding the layer orientation angle.

5 Finite element model of the VAT laminate

In order to determine the urrent value of the objetive funtion (the �rst bukling fator)

and that of the optimisation onstraints of problem (14) a lassial eigenvalue bukling
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analysis must be ahieved for the VAT omposite. The need to analyse, within the same

alulation, di�erent on�gurations of the VAT plate requires the reation of an ad-ho

input �le for the FE model that has to be interfaed with the hybrid (GA + gradient-

based algorithms) optimisation tool.

The FE model of the VAT laminated plate (see Fig. 4) employed during the �rst step

of the MS2L strategy, is built within the ANSYS environment and is made of SHELL281

elements based on the Reissner-Mindlin kinemati model, having 8 nodes and six Degrees

Of Freedom (DOFs) per node. The mesh size is hosen after preliminary mesh sensitivity

analyses on the onvergene of the value of the �rst bukling load for a given set of BCs.

It was observed that a mesh having 2482 DOFs is su�ient to properly evaluate the �rst

bukling load of the struture.

It is noteworthy that the B-Spline mathematial formalism has been implemented by

the authors into the ANSYS environment by using the APDL [37℄ for reating a set of

appropriate maros that were integrated within the FE model of the VAT plate. At this

stage, the plate is modelled as an equivalent homogeneous anisotropi plate whose sti�ness

matries ( [A∗], [B∗], [D∗] and [H∗]) vary point-wise, i.e. for eah element disretising the

real struture. In partiular, in order to properly de�ne, for every element of the VAT

plate, the orret value of its sti�ness properties the following strategy has been employed:

1. for a given set of the laminate polar parameters de�ned in eah ontrol point (i.e.

the design variables passed from the optimisation tool to the FE model of the VAT

plate), build the orresponding B-spline surfaes;

2. disretise the plate into Ne elements;

3. �x the element index i: for the i-th element retrieve the Cartesian oordinates of

its entroid, i.e. (xie, y
i
e) and alulate the orresponding dimensionless oordinates

(ξie, γ
i
e) aording to Eq. (5);

4. alulate the laminate polar parameters (and hene the Cartesian omponents of the

sti�ness matries of the laminate) for (ξie, γ
i
e) and assign the material properties to

the element i;

5. repeat points 3 and 4 for eah element of the plate.

Finally, the linear bukling analysis is performed using the BCs depited in Fig. 4 and

listed in Table 2.

6 Studied ases and results

In this setion a meaningful numerial example is onsidered in order to prove the e�e-

tiveness of the MS2L strategy for the optimum design of VAT laminates. As depited in
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Fig. 4, a bi-axial ompressive load per unit length is applied on the plate edges with a ratio

Ny/Nx = 0.5. The plate has a square geometry with side length a = b = 254 mm and is

made of n = 24 plies whose material properties are those listed in Table 1. Conerning the

�rst-level problem, the parameters de�ning the B-spline surfae whih desribe the spatial

distribution of the polar angle over the VAT plate are set as: np = mp = 4 (hene �ve

ontrol points along eah diretion), p = q = 2 (degrees of the blending funtions along

eah diretion). Moreover, the B-spline is de�ned over the following uniform knot-vetors:

Ξ =
{
0, 0, 0, 1

3 ,
2
3 , 1, 1, 1

}
,

Γ =
{
0, 0, 0, 13 ,

2
3 , 1, 1, 1

}
.

(21)

Aordingly, for the �rst-level problem the overall number of design variables and optimi-

sation onstraints is 27 and two, respetively. The mehanial design variables together

with their nature and bounds for the �rst-level problem are listed in Table 3. In addition,

the referene value for the minimum admissible radius of urvature of the tow, i.e. radm is

set equal to 80 mm.

Conerning the seond-level problem, the parameters de�ning the B-spline surfae

whih desribes the point-wise variation of the �bre orientation angle (for eah ply) are the

same as those employed during the �rst step of the strategy. However, in order to further

simplify the problem of retrieving an optimum stak, the searh spae for problem (17)

has been restrited to a partiular lass of quasi-homogeneous laminates: the quasi-trivial

(QT) staking sequenes whih onstitute exat solutions with respet to the requirements

of quasi-homogeneity, i.e. funtions f5(δk (ξ0, γ0)) and f6(δk (ξ0, γ0)) in Eq. (19). QT

solutions an be found for laminates with idential plies (same material and thikness) by

ating only on the position of the layers within the stak. Indeed, the potential of QT

staks is in the fat that they onstitute exat solutions (in terms of quasi-homogeneity

ondition) regardless to the value of the orientation angle assigned to eah layer: in this

way the orientations represent free parameters whih an be optimised to ful�l further

elasti requirements. The proedure for searhing QT staks is (oneptually) quite sim-

ple: it su�es to �x the number of layers n and the number of saturated groups ng (i.e.

the number of possible di�erent orientation angles within the stak) and look for all the

permutations of the position of eah group meeting the quasi-homogeneity ondition. More

details on this topi an be found in [38℄. Nevertheless, as disussed in [38℄, the problem of

determining QT staks gives rise to a huge number of solutions: the number of QT staks

rapidly inreases along with n. To this purpose a database of QT staks has been built for

di�erent ombinations of n and ng.

For the problem at hand, and for eah onsidered ase, the number of saturated groups

ng has been �xed a priori. Let be nsol the number of QT staks for a partiular ombination

of n and ng. Eah solution olleted within the database is uniquely identi�ed by an IDsol

(i.e. an integer) whih varies in the range [1, nsol]. Therefore the IDsol represents a further
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design variable along with the ng orientation angles. As stated previously, the solution

searh is performed through the GA BIANCA; in the ase of QT staks the struture of

the individual's genotype is simple beause it is omposed of a single hromosome with

ng + 1 genes: the �rst one odes the variable IDsol whilst the remaining genes ode the

orientation angles assoiated to every group whih are ontinuous variables in the range

[-90

◦
, 90

◦
℄.

Regarding the setting of the geneti parameters for the GA BIANCA utilised for both

�rst and seond-level problems they are listed in Table 4. Moreover, onerning the

onstraint-handling tehnique for the �rst-level problem the Automati Dynami Penal-

ization (ADP) method has been employed, see [39℄. For more details on the numerial

tehniques developed within the new version of BIANCA and the meaning of the values of

the di�erent parameters tuning the GA the reader is addressed to [25, 21℄.

As far as onerns the fminon optimisation tool employed for the loal solution searh

at the end of the �rst step, the numerial algorithm hosen to arry out the alulations is

the ative-set method with non-linear onstraints. For more details on the gradient-based

approahes implemented into MATLAB, the reader is addressed to [36℄.

Before starting the multi-sale optimisation proess a referene struture must be de-

�ned in order to establish a referene value for the �rst bukling fator of the plate. The

referene struture is still a square plate of side a = b = 254 mm omposed of 24 unidire-

tional �bre-reinfored laminae whose material properties are those listed in Table 1. The

staking sequene of the referene solution is [0/−45/0/45/90/45/0/−45/90/45/90/−45]s .

The hoie of the referene solution has been oriented towards a symmetri quasi-isotropi

stak, of ommon use in real-world engineering appliations, whih onstitutes a �good�

ompromise between weight and sti�ness requirements (in terms of bukling load): suh a

on�guration is haraterised by a bukling fator λref = 81.525 when Nx = 1 N/mm and

Ny = 0.5 N/mm.

6.1 Case 1: design without manufaturability onstraints

Problem (14) has been �rstly solved to design a VAT plate whih is not subjet to manufa-

turability onstraints. In this ase the only optimisation onstraint is that on the feasibility

of the polar parameters R0K
A∗

and R1
A∗

, see Eq. (13). Conerning the �rst-level problem,

the optimum distribution of the laminate polar angle Φ1
A∗

over the VAT plate is illustrated

in Fig. 5, while the optimum value of the polar parameters R0K
A∗

and R1
A∗

as well as

that of Φ1
A∗

for eah ontrol point are listed in Tables 5 and 6, respetively.

Regarding the solution of the seond-level problem, the number of saturated groups ng

is set equal to three. In the ase of a laminate omposed of 24 plies and three saturated

groups the overall number of QT staks is nsol = 26. Assigning the salars zero, one

and two to the �rst, seond and third saturated group, respetively, the optimal staking
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sequene provided by the GA is:

[0 1 0 1 2 0 2 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 2 0 2 0] . (22)

This means that within the optimum stak layers

• 1, 3, 6, 8, 11-14, 17, 19, 22 and 24 belong to the saturated group �0�, i.e. they share

the same orientation δ0 (ξ, γ);

• 2, 4, 15, 16, 18 and 20 belong to the saturated group �1� haraterised by the loal

orientation angle δ1 (ξ, γ);

• 5, 7, 9, 10, 21 and 23 belong to the saturated group �2� sharing the orientation angle

δ2 (ξ, γ).

Sine the orientation angle for every saturated group is desribed by means of a B-spline

surfae, it su�es to list the value of the orientation in eah point of the ontrol net to

uniquely de�ne the B-spline surfae. To this purpose the optimum values of the orientation

angle in eah point of the ontrol net for every saturated group are reported in Tables 8-10,

whilst an illustration of the optimum �bres-path (for eah group) is depited in Fig. 6.

It is noteworthy that the optimal solution found at the end of the MS2L design pro-

edure is haraterised by a bukling fator of 145.74 whih is about 78% higher than the

referene ounterpart and, in the meantime, satis�es the feasibility onstraint on the polar

parameters.

6.2 Case 2: design inluding manufaturability onstraints

In this setion the problem of the optimum design of a VAT laminated plate is solved in

the most general ase, i.e. by taking into aount also the manufaturability onstraint on

the minimum radius of urvature of the tow imposed by the AFP fabriation proess, see

Eq. (9). Conerning the �rst-level problem, the optimum value of the polar parameters

R0K
A∗

and R1
A∗

as well as that of Φ0
A∗

for eah ontrol point are reported in Tables 5

and 7, respetively, whilst the optimum distribution of the laminate polar angle Φ0
A∗

over

the VAT plate is illustrated in Fig. 7.

As shown in Table 5, for this seond ase a partiular solution has been obtained: the

optimum value of the polar parameter R1
A∗

is equal to zero in eah point of the VAT

omposite plate whih means that loally the struture is haraterised by the square

elasti symmetry, see [31℄. In this ase, the main diretion of orthotropy is represented

(point-wise) by the spatial distribution of the polar angle Φ0
A∗

. The relationship between

the two polar angles, whih represents a tensor invariant too, is:

Φ0
A∗

− Φ1
A∗

= KA∗ π

4
, (23)
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whih applies for every point of the B-spline surfae, thus for the points of the ontrol net

too. Moreover, in this ase KA∗

= 1 beause R0K
A∗

< 0, see Table 5.

As far as onerns the solution of the seond-level problem, a number of saturated

groups ng = 4 has been hosen. In the ase of a laminate omposed of 24 plies and four

saturated groups only one QT stak exists having the form:

[0 1 2 3 2 3 1 3 0 2 0 1 0 1 3 1 2 0 2 3 2 3 0 1] , (24)

where an integer between zero and three has been assigned to eah saturated group. How-

ever, in performing the solution searh for problem (17), the GA provided an optimum

stak with only two saturated groups having the form:

[0 0 2 2 2 2 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 2 2 2 2 0 0] , (25)

whih means that groups 0 and 1 are idential as well as groups 2 and 3. The optimum

values of the orientation angles in eah point of the ontrol net for every saturated group

are reported in Tables 11 and 12, whilst an illustration of the optimum �bres-path (for

eah group) is depited in Fig. 8.

It is noteworthy that the optimal solution found at the end of the MS2L design pro-

edure is haraterised by a bukling fator of 136.09 whih is about 67% higher than the

referene ounterpart and, in the meantime, satis�es both the feasibility onstraint on the

polar parameters and the manufaturability onstraint on the minimum (loal) radius of

urvature of the tow.

6.3 General disussion of results

From a areful analysis of the optimum on�guration of the VAT laminated plate provided

by the MS2L proedure, it is possible to dedue the following fats.

• The point-wise variation of the laminate polar angles resulting from the �rst step of

the strategy is totally asymmetri. Symmetri solutions are, of ourse, possible: it is

su�ient to impose the symmetry ondition diretly on the values of the polar angles

at the points of the ontrol network of the B-spline surfaes. However, in order to

state and solve the optimisation problem in the most general ase, suh a ondition

has not been imposed in this study.

• When looking at the optimum spatial distribution of the laminate polar parameters

(Tables 5-7), one an notie that the laminate an be haraterised either by an ordi-

nary orthotropy shape with KA∗

= 0 (ase 1) as well as by a square symmetry with

RA∗

1 = 0 (ase 2). Indeed, in the �rst ase (where the manufaturability onstraint is

not onsidered) the spatial distribution of Φ1
A∗

over the plate is haraterised by a
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pronouned value of the gradient, hene by small values of the loal radius of urva-

ture whih �sti�en" the struture by inreasing the bukling fator. Conversely, when

looking at the solution of ase 2 (where the requirement on the loal steering is taken

into aount) the variation of Φ0
A∗

is smoother than that of the previous ase in or-

der to omply with the manufaturability onstraint. Moreover the solution of ase

2 is loated on the boundary of the elasti domain of the laminate polar parameters,

see Table 3. Aordingly, when searhing for an optimum stak solution of problem

(17) the GA found a point-wise QT symmetri ross-ply stak (indeed the angular

di�erene between the two saturated groups is equal to 90◦ for eah point of the

plate, see Tables 11 and 12) whose main axis of orthotropy (i.e. Φ0
A∗

) varies loally

to maximise the bukling fator and to meet, at the same time, the tehnologial

onstraint.

• Unlike the vast majority of works reported in literature [40℄, the optimum �bres-

path for eah ply is very general. In the framework of the proposed approah, the

point-wise variation of the �bres-path in every lamina does not follow simple linear

or paraboli variations (with respet to laminate global frame), rather it is desribed

by a general B-spline surfae, see Eq. (15). This fat, together with the very gen-

eral formulation of the design problem of VAT laminates, allows the designer to �nd

an optimum stak meeting all the requirements (i.e. elasti and manufaturability

onstraints) whih are integrated diretly in the �rst step of the strategy (i.e. at the

marosopi sale), see Eq. (14), without the need of a further post-proessing treat-

ment to simplify the trajetory of the tows in order to omply with the onstraints

imposed by the AFP proess.

• Finally, the optimum �bres-path (for eah layer) found at the end of the seond step

of the MS2L proedure does not need of a further step for the reonstrution of the

CAD model beause the variation of the �bres-path is desribed by a B-spline surfae

whih is fully ompatible with several standard �le formats (IGES, STL and STEP),

allowing in this way a rapid exhange of information among the CAD tool and the

software of the AFP proess.

7 Conlusions

In this work an improved version of the multi-sale two-level design/optimisation method-

ology of VAT omposite strutures (initially presented in [19℄) has been introdued. This

design paradigm essentially relies on the utilisation of a MS2L optimisation proedure har-

aterised by several features that make it an original, e�etive and general method for the

multi-sale design of VAT strutures. In the present work this strategy has been employed

to deal with the problem of the maximisation of the bukling fator of a VAT multilayer
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plate subjet to both mehanial and manufaturability onstraints. On the one hand,

the design proess is not submitted to restritions: any parameter haraterising the VAT

omposite (at eah sale) is an optimisation variable. This allows the designer to look for

a true global minimum, hard to be obtained otherwise. On the other hand, both the for-

mulation of the design problem and the MS2L optimisation strategy have been generalised

and improved in order to be applied to the problem of designing a VS omposite.

In the framework of the MS2L design methodology several modi�ations have been

introdued for both �rst and seond level problems. As disussed in [19℄, regarding the

�rst-level problem the main modi�ations are:

• the use of higher-order theories (introdued as result of [29, 30, 31℄) for taking into

aount the in�uene of the transverse shear sti�ness on the overall mehanial re-

sponse of VAT omposites;

• the utilisation of B-spline surfaes for desribing the distribution of the laminate

polar parameters over the struture whih leads to a ontinuous point-wise variation

of the laminate sti�ness matries.

These aspets lead to some important advantages for the resolution of the related optimi-

sation problem. In the most general ase the utilisation of B-spline surfaes for desribing

the point-wise variation of the polar parameters leads to a onsiderable redution in the

number of design variables (the polar parameters have to be de�ned solely in eah point

of the ontrol network of the B-spline surfae). In this bakground, thanks to the strong

onvex-hull property of the B-spline blending funtions, the optimisation onstraints of

the problem (related to the spei�ations of the onsidered appliation) an be imposed

only on the ontrol points of the network: if they are satis�ed on suh points they are

automatially met over the whole domain.

In this study a new formalisation of the �rst-level problem is presented: unlike the

approah proposed in [19℄, only the polar angle ΦA∗

1 varies over the struture (ad its

spatial distribution is always desribed through a B-spline surfae), whilst the anisotropi

moduli RA∗

0K and RA∗

1 of the VAT laminate are kept onstant. This fat gives rise to some

important advantages:

• the feasibility onstraints on the laminate polar parameters an be stated only one

time for the whole VAT laminate (and not in eah point of the ontrol net as in [19℄);

• the new formulation of the mehanial design variables allows for integrating the

manufaturability requirements linked to the AFP proess sine the �rst step of the

strategy as optimisation onstraints on the spatial distribution of the polar angle ΦA∗

1 .

The integration of the tehnologial onstraints sine the �rst step of the MS2L strategy

together with the new formalisation of the �rst-level problem imply some onsequenes of
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paramount importane also for the seond-level problem (i.e. the lay-up design of the VAT

laminate):

• the �bres-path of eah layer an be desribed through a B-spline surfae having the

same parameters (number of ontrol points, degree along eah diretion, omponents

of the knot vetors) of the B-spline surfae employed for ΦA∗

1 during the �rst step of

the proedure; moreover the value of the orientation angle at eah ontrol point (for

eah layer) an be got through a straightforward analytial relationship;

• the seond-level problem an be formulated and solved only in an arbitrary point

of the VAT laminate thus implying a signi�ant redution of the number of design

variables;

• the mathematial formulation of the seond-level problem is onsiderably simpli�ed

and it an be stated in the form of an unonstrained minimisation problem (beause

manufaturability onstraints are already inluded within the �rst-level problem).

All of these modi�ations allow to go beyond the main restritions haraterising the design

ativities and researh studies on VAT omposites that an be found in literature.

Finally, the e�etiveness of the improved version of the MS2L strategy has been proven

through a meaningful numerial example. The optimisation tool allows to �nd an optimum

VAT laminate haraterised by a signi�ant inrement of the �rst bukling fator (about

78% when manufaturability onstraints are not involved and about 67% when they are

integrated within the design problem) when ompared to a referene lassial solution

(omposed of straight-�bres unidiretional plies).

Conerning the perspetives of this work, there are still some theoretial, numerial

and tehnial aspets that need to be deeply investigated and developed in order to make

the proposed approah a very general and omprehensive strategy able to provide solutions

that are both e�ient (true optimal on�gurations) and manufaturable. Of ourse, this

ation passes through a real understanding of the potential and the tehnologial restri-

tions linked to the AFP proess. Currently, only the tehnologial onstraint on the tow

steering has been integrated in the MS2L strategy. A step forward an be realised by

properly formalising and inluding into the design problem other kinds of manufaturabil-

ity onstraints: tows gap and overlapping, the variation of the �bre volume fration due

to imperfetions, et. Moreover, from a numerial point of view, the designer ould be

interested in optimising also the number of design variables (i.e. the number of parameters

tuning the shape of the B-spline surfaes) involved into both levels of the MS2L proedure:

this point an be easily taken into aount by exploiting the original features of the GA

BIANCA. Finally, further modi�ations may also be onsidered in the formulation of the

design problem depending on the nature of the onsidered appliation, e.g. by inluding
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onstraints on inter- and intra-laminar damage, variability e�ets linked to the fabriation

proess, osts, et.

Researh is ongoing on all of the previous aspets.
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Tables

Tehnial onstants Polar parameters of [Q] a
Polar parameters of

[

Q̂
]

b

E1 [MPa℄ 161000.0 T0 [MPa℄ 23793.3868 T [MPa℄ 5095.4545
E2 [MPa℄ 9000.0 T1 [MPa℄ 21917.8249 R [MPa℄ 1004.5454
G12 [MPa℄ 6100.0 R0 [MPa℄ 17693.3868 Φ [deg℄ 90.0
ν12 0.26 R1 [MPa℄ 19072.0711
ν23 0.10 Φ0 [deg℄ 0.0

Φ1 [deg℄ 0.0
Density and thikness

ρ [Kg/mm

3
℄ 1.58 × 10−6

hply [mm℄ 0.125
a
In-plane redued sti�ness matrix of the pre-preg strip.

b
Out-of-plane shear sti�ness matrix of the pre-preg strip.

Table 1: Material properties of the arbon-epoxy pre-preg strip taken from [29, 30℄.

Sides BCs

AB, CD Ux = 0
Uz = 0

BC, DA Uy = 0
Uz = 0

Table 2: BCs of the FE model of the VAT laminated plate.

Design variable Type Lower bound Upper bound

RA∗

0K [MPa℄ ontinuous −17693.3868 17693.3868
RA∗

1 [MPa℄ ontinuous 0.0 19072.0711

ΦA∗

1
(i,j)

[deg℄ ontinuous −90.0 90.0

Table 3: Design spae of the �rst-level problem.
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Geneti parameters

1

st
level problem 2

nd
level problem

N. of populations 1 1
N. of individuals 270 500
N. of generations 250 500
Crossover probability 0.85 0.85
Mutation probability 0.0037 0.002
Seletion operator roulette-wheel roulette-wheel

Elitism operator ative ative

Table 4: Geneti parameters of the GA BIANCA for both �rst and seond-level problems.

Polar parameters

ase 1 ase 2

R0K
A∗

13756.4634 −17693.3868

R1
A∗

17164.86 0.0000

Table 5: Optimum value of the polar parameters R0K
A∗

and R1
A∗

.

❍
❍
❍
❍
❍❍

np

mp
0 1 2 3 4

0 −45.5311 −10.1854 −85.8024 90.0000 −60.6225
1 −59.4246 −90.0000 90.0000 71.8029 81.9769
2 −70.5450 39.6424 −90.0000 −48.3263 0.2430
3 87.7414 55.5200 71.4718 −77.6823 −42.7740
4 −58.0815 90.0000 −1.2187 −78.7346 −31.8303

Table 6: Optimum value of Φ1
A∗

[deg℄ for eah ontrol point of the B-spline surfae, ase

1.

❍
❍
❍
❍
❍❍

np

mp
0 1 2 3 4

0 49.1349 40.1612 54.0772 30.9143 44.3536
1 33.0933 86.2196 40.7661 15.8884 60.8939
2 29.1137 21.5929 51.7663 47.8135 59.6959
3 66.0686 29.2392 54.6419 55.1906 28.4075
4 40.2953 25.9924 41.6383 71.7229 45.2671

Table 7: Optimum value of Φ0
A∗

[deg℄ for eah ontrol point of the B-spline surfae, ase

2.
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❍
❍
❍
❍
❍❍

np

mp
0 1 2 3 4

0 −45.2978 −9.9521 −85.5691 90.2333 −60.3892
1 −59.1913 −89.7667 90.2333 72.0362 82.2102
2 −70.3117 39.8757 −89.7667 −48.0930 0.4763
3 87.9747 55.7533 71.7051 −77.4490 −42.5407
4 −57.8482 90.2333 −0.9854 −78.5013 −31.5970

Table 8: Optimum value of δ0
(i,j)

[deg℄ for eah ontrol point of the B-spline surfae of the

1

st
saturated group, ase 1.

❍
❍
❍
❍
❍❍

np

mp
0 1 2 3 4

0 −60.2978 −24.9521 −100.5691 75.2333 −75.3892
1 −74.1913 −104.7667 75.2333 57.0362 67.2102
2 −85.3117 24.8757 −104.7667 −63.0930 −14.5237
3 72.9747 40.7533 56.7051 −92.4490 −57.5407
4 −72.8482 75.2333 −15.9854 −93.5013 −46.5970

Table 9: Optimum value of δ1
(i,j)

[deg℄ for eah ontrol point of the B-spline surfae of the

2

nd
saturated group, ase 1.

❍
❍
❍
❍
❍❍

np

mp
0 1 2 3 4

0 −31.2978 4.0479 −71.5691 104.2333 −46.3892
1 −45.1913 −75.7667 104.2333 86.0362 96.2102
2 −56.3117 53.8757 −75.7667 −34.0930 14.4763
3 101.9747 69.7533 85.7051 −63.4490 −28.5407
4 −43.8482 104.2333 13.0146 −64.5013 −17.5970

Table 10: Optimum value of δ2
(i,j)

[deg℄ for eah ontrol point of the B-spline surfae of

the 3

rd
saturated group, ase 1.

❍
❍
❍
❍
❍❍

np

mp
0 1 2 3 4

0 49.1349 40.1612 54.0772 30.9143 44.3536
1 33.0933 86.2196 40.7661 15.8884 60.8939
2 29.1137 21.5929 51.7663 47.8135 59.6959
3 66.0686 29.2392 54.6419 55.1906 28.4075
4 40.2953 25.9924 41.6383 71.7229 45.2671

Table 11: Optimum value of δ0
(i,j)

[deg℄ for eah ontrol point of the B-spline surfae of

the 1

st
saturated group, ase 2.
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❍
❍
❍
❍
❍❍

np

mp
0 1 2 3 4

0 −40.8651 −49.8388 −35.9228 −59.0857 −45.6464
1 −56.9067 −3.7804 −49.2339 −74.1116 −29.1061
2 −60.8863 −68.4071 −38.2337 −42.1865 −30.3041
3 −23.9314 −60.7608 −35.3581 −34.8094 −61.5925
4 −49.7047 −64.0076 −48.3617 −18.2771 −44.7329

Table 12: Optimum value of δ2
(i,j)

[deg℄ for eah ontrol point of the B-spline surfae of

the 2

nd
saturated group, ase 2.
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Figures

Figure 1: Example of a B-spline surfae representing the spatial distribution of Φ1
A∗

.

Figure 2: Logial �ow of the numerial proedure employed for the solution searh of the

�rst-level problem.
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Figure 3: Struture of the genotype of the generi individual for problem (14).

Figure 4: Geometry of the VAT plate: applied BCs (a) and FE model of the struture (b).

Figure 5: Optimal distribution of the polar angle Φ1
A∗

over the VAT plate resulting from

the �rst-level optimisation problem, ontour plot (a) and quiver plot (b), ase 1.
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Figure 6: Optimum �bres path for the three groups of layers of the VAT plate resulting

from the seond-level optimisation problem, 1st group (a), 2nd group (b) and 3rd group (),

ase 1.

Figure 7: Optimal distribution of the polar angle Φ0
A∗

over the VAT plate resulting from

the �rst-level optimisation problem, ontour plot (a) and quiver plot (b), ase 2.
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Figure 8: Optimum �bres path for the two groups of layers of the VAT plate resulting from

the seond-level optimisation problem, 1st group (a) and 2nd group (b), ase 2.
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